Conrad Gargett
Level 26 / 240 Queen Street
Brisbane Queensland 4000
t +61 7 3229 3555
conradgargett.com.au

Senior Health Architect - Melbourne
Conrad Gargett is a multi-disciplinary practice with a focus on integrating architecture,
landscape architecture, interior and urban design. With over 160 staff in 5 studios nationally
and internationally, we have successfully developed a reputation for design in specialist
buildings and various sectors including health, education, defence, multi-residential and more.
Refer to our website www.conradgargett.com.au for more information.
We are now seeking a Senior Health Architect for our Melbourne studio. You should be a
highly skilled architect with a focus on design and practical experience in delivering
architectural projects. You should be highly proficient using Revit and be/have :

 A minimum of 7 years experience in professional practice – full new facilities, additions,
renovations, departments with some large-scale, complex healthcare projects required.

 5 years min experience working on a variety of healthcare projects including regional
work – experience with Health Infrastructure essential

 A confident communicator with the ability to lead a small team
 Evidence of previously completed Department designs
 Demonstrated creativity, passion and interest in design and planning of healthcare
facilities.

 Advanced knowledge of progressive technical and regulatory requirements for healthcare
facilities design and understanding of fundamental departmental organisation and
functionality.

 Advanced knowledge of healthcare delivery systems
 Actively completing IDP requirements.
The Senior Architect is required to work with Practice Leaders and fellow team members to
manage the design concepts that are developed for a project and protect and sustain them
through the project stages until the project is finalised. Further, they will assist with expanding
and building relationships with potential and existing clients, consultants, authorities,
contractors and collaborators. They will be able to influence the actions and opinions of others
in a desired direction and have commercial acumen, evidenced by achieving a desired
outcome through the awareness of associated costs and business risk.
At Conrad Gargett, our purpose is to create meaningful places for people. We recognise the
contribution of our diverse backgrounds in fuelling our creativity and achieving this purpose.
We strive to nurture and build a culture based on respect, trust and inclusiveness.
Please use the application form to apply - https://forms.gle/K7Bddm3kzVEPx9GBA and email
portfolio, CV and cover letter to careers@conradgargett.com.au.

Nominated Architects Lawrence Toaldo NSW 10255 | Laura Cockburn NSW 6360
Conrad Gargett Group Pty Ltd ABN 81 636 465 373 | ACN 636 465 373
Conrad Gargett Pty Ltd ABN 49 325 121 350 | ACN 010 350
633
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Architect - Melbourne
Conrad Gargett is a multi-disciplinary practice with a focus on integrating architecture,
landscape architecture, interior and urban design. With over 160 staff in 5 studios nationally
and internationally, we have successfully developed a reputation for design in specialist
buildings and various sectors including health, education, defence, multi-residential and more.
Refer to our website www.conradgargett.com.au for more information.
We are now seeking an Architect for our Melbourne studio. You should have 3-5 years of post
grad experience, with a focus on design and practical experience in delivering complex
buildings.
The role will encompass all aspects of concept design, documentation, contract
administration, quality control, project management and client negotiation and management.
The Architect is required to work with Practice Leaders and fellow team members to manage
the design concepts that are developed for a project and protect and sustain them through the
project stages until the project is finalised. You should be a skilled Revit user. You should be a
confident communicator with the ability to work with a small team and to work autonomously.
At Conrad Gargett, our purpose is to create meaningful places for people. We recognise the
contribution of our diverse backgrounds in fuelling our creativity and achieving this purpose.
We strive to nurture and build a culture based on respect, trust and inclusiveness.
Please use the application form to apply - https://forms.gle/gu8dTNgTikSs1hsv7 and email
portfolio, CV and cover letter to careers@conradgargett.com.au.
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